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National Radon Action Month

QuikQuiz™: RADON 
Radon is a colorless and odorless gas, but its 
effects can be devastating to your health. Take 
this true or false quiz to see if you know and 
understand the hazards of radon and how to 
prevent them.

u T or F:  Radon is only found in specific 
regions of the U.S.

v T or F:  You should fix your home if your 
radon level is 4 picocuries per liter or 
higher.

w T or F:  Once radon is found in your home, it may be impossible  
to remove it.

x T or F:  Unless there are cracks in the walls or floors, radon  
cannot get into your home.

Answers on back.
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National Home Office Safety  
& Security Week is January 13-19.

WORK at HOME  
Safety Checklist
Working from home has its advantages — 
no commute and flexible time to name a few. 
However, working at home does require you to 
be vigilant about your safety and health. Use this 
checklist to determine if you have a safe telework 
environment.

   My home is free from toxic 
material such as asbestos, lead 
and mold.

   I have a designated office space 
that includes an ergonomically 
correct chair, desk and computer. 
(The monitor is placed at eye 
level; forearms are parallel to 
floor when typing and wrists 
remain in a neutral position.)

   My chair is adjustable.

   Monitor screen is free from glare.

   There is adequate ventilation in my office area.

   The floor is free from clutter and obstacles.

   There is sufficient light for reading.

   My device equipment is backed up by a surge protector or, ideally,  
a battery-installed power pack.

   The smoke and carbon dioxide detectors are working and 
batteries are changed annually.

   There is more than 1 exit from my work area.

   I have a multi-use fire extinguisher; I know how to use it.

   Combustibles are located away from portable heaters or radiators.

   All stairs with 4 or more steps have a handrail. (Building codes 
may differ in your area.)

   File cabinets and storage closets are located so drawers and doors 
do not obstruct walkways.

   File cabinets are used properly by opening only 1 drawer at a time 
to avoid tipping. 
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REMOVING a Broken Lightbulb 
You need to replace a 
shattered lightbulb. All that’s 
left of it are shards of glass 
and the inside filaments — 
now what? Follow these steps 
to stay safe:

1.  GATHER heavy-duty gloves, 
needle-nose pliers and eye 
protection.

2.  PUT on eye protection and 
heavy gloves. 

3.  MAKE sure the light is turned off and to avoid electrical 
shock, turn off the power to the light at the breaker. 

4.  IF the filament is still undamaged, use needle-nose 
pliers to hold the filament base and gently twist counter-
clockwise. If the filament is broken, then use the pliers 
to grip the bulb base and twist it. Tip: You can also use 
a raw potato to remove a broken bulb. Simply, cut the 
potato in half, press the half against the socket and twist 
counter-clockwise.  
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QuikQuiz™: RADON 
Answers
u False — Radon comes from the natural breakdown of 
uranium in soil, rock and water and can get into the air.  
It can be found all over the U.S. in any type of building.

v True — Fix your home if your radon level is 4 picocuries 
(pCi/L) per liter or higher, though radon levels below 4 pCi/L 
can still pose a risk.

w False — According to the EPA, radon reduction systems 
are not costly and some can reduce radon levels by up to 99%. 
They do work.

x False — While radon can get in through cracks, it can  
also get in through construction joints, gaps in suspended 
floors and service pipes, cavities in walls and the water supply.

Test your home for radon to prevent any problems. You  
can purchase a self-test kit at your local hardware or home 
supply store or you can hire a radon expert. For more 
information on how to test or to obtain a list of qualified 
experts, visit epa.gov/radon.
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A Spotter’s Job
A busy jobsite or delivery 
loading zone often requires 
a spotter — a person 
designated to look out for 
coworkers and make sure 
property isn’t damaged. To 
do the job efficiently and 
safely, here are some tips:

k  Attend any spotter training that your employer provides.

k  Wear a highly visible safety vest, high-visibility gloves and any 
other protective gear required on the jobsite (hardhats, etc.). 

k Use clear and consistent hand signals.

k  Always signal on the driver’s side to make sure that the driver can 
see you. Maintain visual contact.

k  Watch where you walk — scan the ground for trip or fall hazards. 
Never walk in the path of moving vehicles or equipment. If you 
need to walk behind a vehicle, alert the driver first.

k  Choose the correct hearing protection for the job, but be careful 
not to overprotect, which can reduce the ability to hear warning 
signals or communicate with other workers.

k  Never use cell phones or personal headphones while you are 
spotting. These distractions could cost you your life.
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A Tip of the (Hard) Hat 
Hardhats can protect you from impact, electrical shock and burn hazards. According to OSHA, 

hardhats should absorb the shock of a blow, resist penetration, be water-resistant and slow 
burning, have a hard outer shell and a shock-absorbing lining that incorporates a headband and 

straps to suspend the shell from 1 to 1¼ inches away from the head. 
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Protective headgear must meet  
ANSI Standard Z89.1-1986. There  
are 3 industrial classes of hardhats:

CLASS A: Provide impact and penetration 
resistance with limited voltage protection  
(up to 2,200 volts).

CLASS B: Provide the highest level of 
protection against electrical hazards (up to  
20,000 volts). They also provide burn,  
impact and penetration protection.

CLASS C: Provide lightweight comfort  
and impact protection but no protection  
from electrical hazards.
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Basic safety considerations: 

Make sure your hardhat fits appropriately.  
A hat that is too larger or too small will not provide adequate 
protection.

Inspect the hardhat daily before you wear it.  
If there is any damage — holes, cracks, tears, flaking —  
remove it from service and replace the hat. Note: Always replace 
a hardhat if it sustains an impact. Damage may not be visible 
to the eye.

Never apply paint, paint thinner or labels to your 
hardhat or drill holes in the hardhat.

Do not store your hardhat in direct 
sunlight such as in your truck bed or back 
window — extreme heat and sunlight can damage 
them.
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